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DIGEST:

1. Agency's decision to include only one offeror
within competitive range is upheld where pro-
tester's lower rating in most important area

a of evaluation, "Corporate Past Experience",
could not be improved through discussions and
cost savings shown in protester's proposal
might not have been realized.

2. Award of contract while protest was pending is
not improper where decision to proceed with
award was made at higher level than contrac-
ting officer in accordance with applicable
regulations.

Art Anderson Associates (Anderson) protests the
award of a contract under solicitation Nc. N00140-78-
R-1252, issued by the Naval Regional Contracting (for-
merly Procurement) Office, Philadelphia. The solicitation
was for a cost-plus-fixed-fee level of effort contract
for engineering and technical services extending over

,4 a period of four years in connection with the overhaul
of the USS Saratoga (CV-60) at the Philadelphia Naval
Shipyard.

Anderson initially protested the determination that
its proposal was not within the competitive range. When
a contract was subsequently awarded to CDI Marine Co.
(CDI), Anderson protested the award as well. A)6,o 3

The contract which is the subject of this protest
iS n * * for engineering and technical services to
accomplish design and alteration planning for the USS
Saratoga (CV-60) in support of the CV-59 class Aircraft
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Carrier Overhaul program * * *." Proposals were
received from four companies: CDI, Anderson, M.
Rosenblatt and Son (Rosenblatt) and J.J. Henry Co.
(Henry). Only CDI was found to be in the competitive
range.

Proposals were evaluated against the following
evaluation factors, listed in descending order of
importance:

1. Corporate Past Experience

a. Submitted samples of CV-59
class experience

b. Overall CV-59 class experi-
ence within last (3) years.

2. Personnel Experience/Resumes

3. Technical/Management Approach

4. Facilities

5. Cost.

A summary of the evaluation findings for the four
proposals is shown below:

CDI Anderson Rosenblatt JJ Henry

Corporate Highly Marginally Marginally Unacceptab
Past Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable
Experience

Personnel Highly Acceptable Marginally Marginally
Experience Acceptable Acceptable AcceptablE

Technical Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable AcceptablE
Management
Approach

Facilities Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptabl,
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CDI's "Highly Acceptable" ratings were based on the
evaluation team's findings that CDI's experience during
the past three years included work in all phases of
alteration planning, with nearly all of it for the CV-
60 (US'S Saratoga), and that CDI's proposal provided the
greatest number of professional,, technical and key
personnel having CV-59 class experience including all
phases of CV-59 class alteration planning and execution.

The evaluation team was less impressed with Ander-
son's "Corporate Past Experience" since neither that
firm's submitted drawing samples nor its listed past
contracts identified any significant corporate experi-
ence in the CV-59 class alteration drawing process. In
the area of "Personnel Experience," the evaluation team
found that although Anderson provided resumes in all
labor categories as required by the solicitation, the
majority of the recent CV-59 class experience was limited
to certain phases of the alteration process, there were
fewer working level personnel with CV-59 class experience,
and CV-59 class experience in some phases was gained
prior to employment with Anderson and therefore was not
part of a corporate effort.

The evaluation team also concluded that all pro-
posals were complete and representative of each offeror's
ability to perform the solicited work and that additional
information would not alter the positions of the offerors
in relation to one another. The team recommended award
to CDI on the basis that no offeror could bring itself
up to the level of CDI.

However, the contracting officer, notwithstanding
thre: recommendations of the evaluation team, requested
an audit of the cost proposals of Anderson and CDI.
These audits indicated that CDI's cost proposal
($4,906,899) was realistic although amounts for over-
head and general and administrative expenses were con-
sidered to be slightly overstated. The Anderson proposal
($3,717,710), however, was considered to contain sub-
stantially understated direct labor costs.
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The contracting officer thereafter decided to
conduct negotiations only with CDI in view of CDI's.
technical superiority, the dubious validity of Ander-
son's cost proposal, and the increased costs involved
in an award to Anderson which the Navy believed would
result from needed increased shipyard in-house monitoring
and support because of Anderson's minimal CV-59 class
experience.

Anderson disagrees with the Navy's evaluation,
asserting that the Navy did not give adequate weight l
to its capability and experience. In addition, Anderson l
argues that its costs are "competitive" and realistic. I

We have stated that a proposal must be considered
to be within a competitive range so as to require fur-
ther discussion unless it is so technically inferior
or out of line with regard to price that meaningful
negotiations are precluded. Smoke Detectors, B-191459,
August 1, 1978, 78-2 CPD 83; 48 Comp. Gen. 314 (1968).

Further we have also recognized that the deter-
mination of "competitive range", particularly as re-
gards technical considerations, is primarily a matter
of procurement discretion which will not be disturbed
in the absence of a clear showing that such determination
was an arbitrary abuse of discretion. 49 Comp. Gen. 309,
311 (1969).

The content and extent of discussions needed to satisfy
the requirement for "meaningful" discussions is a matter
primarily for determination by the contracting agency
whose judgment will not be disturbed unless clearly
without a reasonable basis. Telex Computer Products,
Inc., B-190794, July 31, 1978, 78-2 CPD 78; Austin
Electronics, 54 Comp. Gen. 60 (1974), 74-2 CPD 61.
Here, the Navy decided that no meaningful discussions
could be held with t-he other offerors because their
proposals could not be brought up to the level of CDI's
proposal. Although we carefully scrutinize decisions
i~i.ic- result in a comDeLitive range of one, Dvnaiec-
tron Corn., .3-1850%7, September 22, 1976, 76-2 CPD 267,
we cannot conclude that the Navy's decision here was
without a reasonable basis.
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"Corporate past experience not only was the most
important evaluation criterion, it was the one in which
there was the greatest difference in the scores of
Anderson and CDI. The Navy was quite specific as to
the kind of experience it considered necessary for the
performance of this contract and what must be submitted
in order to demonstrate that experience. In addition
to a narrative description of its past experience,
with emphasis on CV-59 class work, each offeror was
to submit sample drawings demonstrative of its exper-
ience. These drawings were to be the product of a
specified level of effort, include the integration
of different engineering disciplines and reflect
problems unique to aircraft carriers.

In its report to our Office, the Navy states:

"There is no question that AAA (Anderson] is
well qualified with respect to the performance
of advance planning, Alteration Development
Support (Scopes) and Alteration Work Requests
(AWR's). However, one of the major requirements
of the subject solicitation was the preparation
of detail drawings to be used in the actual
performance of the overhaul work. To demon-
strate corporate experience, the most important
evaluation factor, offerors were required to
submit samples of Basic Alteration Class
Drawings (BACD) and Supplemental Alteration
Drawings (SAD) developed by the offeror for
CV-59 Class carriers. These samples were to
include at least one integrated BACD package
embracing naval architecture, mechanical,
electrical and electronic disciplines and
involving a minimum effort of 2,800 manhours.
Offerors were also required to furnish at least
two samples of integrated BAC'D packages
involving less than 2,800 manhours. AAA was
unable to submit an integrated BACD package
lor a CV-53 Class cacrier. Furthermore, AAA was
unable to submit and kind of integcrated B7;CD
package involving a minimum effort of 2,800
manhours. AAA waas also unable to submit any
samples of S-AD packages for CV-59 Class car-

i~erS1 .- he- s.m'1es sibm nt-ted were the wor:<
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product of Puget Sound, not the work product
of AAA. CDI submitted completely acceptable
samples and demonstrated past experience con-
sisting of the preparation of more than 50 BACD
and 20 SAD packages for CV-50 Class carriers,
primarily the USS SARATOGA. * * *"

Anderson has not shown that this evaluation was
unreasonable. In fact, in its response to the adminis-
trative report, Anderson recognizes that "our com-
petitors may be able to demonstrate more general design
experience and a greater number of design personnel
* * *. As a small business we cannot match their
depth nor do we feel such depth is germane beyond
responding to the requirements of this procurement."
However, we believe the solicitation made a high degree
of specialized experience "germane" by requiring
offerors to show they possessed it through the sub-
mission of drawing samples.

Since this experience had to have been accumulated
prior to the submission of the proposal, we agree with
the Navy that additional discussions with Anderson
could not be expected to improve that firm's rating
for "Corporate Past Experience".

Consequently, even though the evaluators found
Anderson to be "acceptable" or "marginally acceptable"
in each individual technical rating category, the
contracting officer, on the basis of the competition
available in this procurement, i.e., the superior
proposal of CDI, in effect determined that on a relative
basis all other proposals, including Anderson's were
not within the competitive range. We have approved
this "relative" approach to determining the competitive
range based upon the array of scores actually obtained
by the offerors. *B-171857, May 24, 1971. As we stated
in Potomac Research Incorporated, April 29, 1975, 75-1
CPD 265:

* * * A proposal receiving a low score
compared to the array of scores achieved by
this proposal need not be considered within
the competitive range. See 52 Comp. Gen. 382,
387 (1972). * * * Whether the point spread
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between competing proposals indicates
significant superiority of one proposal
over another depends upon the facts and
circumstances of each procurement and is
primarily a matter within the discretion
of the procuring activity. 52 Comp. Gen.
686 (1973)."

Anderson has also stressed the fact that its
estimated costs were lower than CDI's. In this regard,
it must be noted that the competitive range in a nego-
tiated procurement encompasses both price and technical
considerations. While either factor can be'determinative
of whether an offeror is in the competitive range, we
have recognized that an offeror who submits an unacceptable
technical proposal may be excluded from the competitive
range without regard to its lower proposed costs. National
Designers, Inc., B-181741, December 6, 1974, 74-2 CPD 316.
In view of the Navy's conclusions as to the sufficiency
of Anderson's past experience, there was no requirement
for discussions with that firm even though its cost
estimate was lower than CDI's. In this connection,
estimated costs and proposed fees are not controlling
in selecting a contractor for a cost-reimbursement
type contract. Defense Acquisition Regulation § 3-803(c)
(1976 ed.). Moreover, in this case the contracting officer
did take Anderson's proposed costs into account and found
that the savings suggested by Anderson's figures were not
likely to be realized.

Anderson also has protested the award of a
contract to CDI while Anderson's protest was pending
with this Office. The decision to proceed with the
award was made at a higher level than the contracting
officer and in accordance wit-h Defense Acquisition
Regulation § 2-407.8 (b)(3) (1976 ed.), on the ground
that an award had to be made promptly. Where such
actions have been undertaken, the determination to
proceed with an award prior to protest resolution
is not subject to question by our Office. Robert
Yarr-,all PichiJc r __r _ , nC £C- epte ber 1

1978, 78-2 CPD 207.
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The protest is denied.

For The Comptroller General
of the United States




